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Abstract
Back for a snowy adventure this time, Enzo the dog and Zoë and Denny, his owners, head to the Christmas tree farm. But none of the trees match Zoë’s idea of perfect as she ventures farther into the forest. Soon, caught in a snowstorm, Enzo and Zoë get separated from her father. Although Enzo can’t speak, he does his best to comfort Zoë under a tree. Then he gets an idea—he howls to the dogs they saw pulling sleds. Reunited with Zoë, Denny reassures her: “Sometimes kids get lost. But dads will never stop looking for them—always know that.” And Enzo barks to show them that somehow, the perfect tree found them. As the day winds to a close, Enzo gazes at their tree with a new understanding of the meaning of Christmas: family.
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Enzo's Very Scary Halloween. Enzo and the Christmas Tree Hunt! Grown-ups. Back. Enzo is an adorable puppy whose action-packed adventures begin when he makes the journey from the farm where he was born, to the city where he discovers just how big the world is. This loveable mutt also finds the family that was meant to be his. In each new book and on his website, Enzo’s unforgettable personality, heartwarming lessons, and funny antics are shared with fans. Come play with Enzo! Enzo Races in the Rain! Enzo loves going fast. He always has. When he’s adopted by Denny and his young daughter, Zoë, from a farm, they bring him to a place full of strange new smells, weird stuffed a Santa baby, just slip a sable under the tree For me Been an awful good girl Santa baby, and hurry down the chimney tonight Santa baby, a drive top CLK too Light blue I’ll wait up for you, dear Santa baby, and hurry down the chimney tonight Think of all the fun I’ve missed Think of all the fellas that I haven't kissed Next year I could be just as good If you’ll check off my Christmas list Santa honey, I want a yacht and really that’s not, a lot Been an angel all year Santa baby, and hurry down the chimney tonight Santa cutie, there’s one thing I really need The deed To a platinum mine Santa cu When Zoë tells Enzo that they are going on a hunt for the perfect Christmas tree, Enzo isn’t so sure. Why would they put a tree inside the house? But Zoë's enthusiasm is infectious, and Enzo knows he's in for an adventure. The Christmas tree farm is a magical place, filled with Douglas firs and Scotch pines, cider, and cookies too. But best of all, there are Newfoundlands, the biggest dogs Enzo's ever seen, who help haul the trees away on sleds. They're SO big they look like bears in dog suits! As Zoë and Enzo go on the ultimate hunt, they search for a tree that's